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The Military Guide To Financial Independence And Retirement
A 10-step guide to achieving financial freedom through property investing. Property investing has long been recognised
as one of the most successful long-term wealth creation strategies. With interest rates at all-time lows, it looks set to
continue to be so. There are so many approaches to property investing, it's no wonder people struggle to understand the
fundamentals that drive success in property. This comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide aims to educate everyday
Australians on how they can begin their own property investment journey with ruthless military precision and efficiency.
Written by two former military professionals, Lachlan Vidler and Tori Colls, A Military Guide to Property Investing presents
the step-by-step method they followed to amass an impressive portfolio of properties while still in their twenties. Their
approach follows a 10-step plan, that draws on their military experience:Step 1: Reveille This is your wake up call to
getting startedStep 2: Discipline Investing can be difficult, discipline and mindset are vitalStep 3: Teamwork You can't do
it alone, you'll need professional supportStep 4: Professional Mastery Ongoing education and learning is importantStep
5: Mission Analysis Property research, appraisal and the acquisition process Step 6: Courage Be brave enough to take
action to achieve your goalsStep 7: Adaptability There will be setbacks and change to manageStep 8: Dedication
Continuing after your first investment requires dedicationStep 9: Loyalty To yourself, your plans and your investing
teamStep 10: Taking Leave A passive income from property investing will give you choiceBased on the military principles
of strategy, discipline and execution, A Military Guide to Property Investing offers a fail-safe plan for everyday Aussies to
take control of their financial destiny.
This book provides a one-stop guide to navigating the many financial questions facing today’s military in all phases of
service: Active duty Preparing for transition or retirement Post-military lives and careers It covers general financial
planning as well as specific aspects of money management vital to military members and their families.
Children express feelings about their father being away on deployment.
How's Your Financial Future Looking? Are You Building Your Wealth? Most military personnel will retire with little to no
savings. They won't have saved for their kids' college tuition. Many will still be living paycheck to paycheck. And far too
many will be in debt. How about you? Yet the truth is, every man and woman in the U.S. military can retire a millionaire if
they follow the proven plan Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Chris Lehto lays out in this timely book. And yes, that includes
you. The U.S. Military Offers Unique Investment Benefits You Can Use to Massively Grow Your Wealth - Regardless of
Your Pay Grade Stop making excuses. In Military Millionaire Lehto shows you how to retire a millionaire...no matter what
your pay grade. The secret to success is two-fold: Use the unique investment benefits afforded to U.S. military personnel
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Stick to a proven plan. It works only when you actually do it. When you do these two things, you can't help but succeed. It
really is that simple. Are You Still Waiting? Start Doing Now! Every day you put it off is money you're losing instead of
making. In Military Millionaire Lehto breaks it down into simple steps you can do starting today. He'll show you: How you
can grow your net worth with rental property investments available only to military personnel Effortless and proven money
management strategies that can grow even modest pay into enormous retirement savings Brain-dead-simple financial
planning and personal finance skills that anyone can do to grow their wealth And much more Take a step toward financial
freedom today. Get your copy of Military Millionaire. Click the buy button on this page to get started now.
"A Practical Guide to Negotiating in the Military, 3rd edition outlines and provides frameworks for assessing and using
five essential negotiating strategies tailored to the military environment. It includes applications to enhance the readers'
understanding of these five strategies, properly evaluate situations, and select the most appropriate strategy"--Provided
by publisher.
In this book, Kurt Neddenriep, a Senior Vice President at a major investment firm who also served a tour in Afghanistan,
develops a set of leadership and service values to help individuals and families to consistently achieve financial success.
A comprehensive guide to personal finance, this book is informed by the author’s expertise in the financial industry and
framed within the lessons, clear thinking and organization he learned over the course of a parallel 23-year career in the
Army National Guard of Nevada. The book will tell the stories of those who serve our country and how their values,
discipline, and morals can teach us financial lessons in our personal lives, taking military principles and tactics and using
them to explain finances for the mainstream American. The book covers: Mortgages Savings Insurance Portfolio diversity
Published each year since 1959, The Military Balance is an indispensable reference to the capabilities of armed forces
across the globe. It will be of interest to anyone interested in security and military issues and is regularly consulted by
academia, media, armed forces, the private sector and government. Key Elements: 1. Data on the military organisations,
equipment inventories and defence budgets of 171 countries 2. Analysis of major developments affecting defence policy
and procurement, and defence economics, arranged region-by-region. 3. Key trends in the land, sea and air domains,
and in cyberspace 4. Selected defence procurement programmes, arranged region-by-region 5. Full-colour graphics
including maps and illustrations 6. Extensive explanatory notes and references 7. The hardcopy edition is accompanied
by a full-colour wall chart Features in the 2021 edition include: - Analytical texts on future maritime competition, battle
management systems, China’s civil-military integration and fractures in the arms-control environment - Military cyber
capabilities - Analysis of developments in defence policy, military capability and defence economics and industry for
China, Egypt, Finland, Indonesia, Russia, Senegal and the United States. - A wallchart illustrating global submarine
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holdings and key trends in subsurface warfare
Becoming a military millionaire doesnt require a big salary, corporate bonus checks or tremendous prowess in the stock market. It does
require taking advantage of the generous resources the military off ers, using a systemic approach to investing in your future, and avoiding
the pitfalls that people routinely fall in because they dont have a plan. I believe that wealth is obtainable to the military professional without
sacrificing devotion to duty or family. Its simply a matter of loading up your fi nancial rucksack with the goals, a plan, the right information and
applying sound lifestyle habits that take advantage of whats available to you as a service member or family member and avoiding poor fi
nancial and lifestyle decisions. Id like to give you the answers to the test in advance so you can get it right the fi rst time. So come on and
follow me!
Every branch of the American military provides opportunities for educational benefits and ways to attend college at either no cost or at a cost
far below published tuition rates. No military member, veteran, or dependent should have to go through school without knowing what their
benefits are or how to obtain them. 'Military Education Benefits for College' guides you in how to access, utilize, and take advantage of your
benefits so you can earn the degree you deserve.As a retention non-commissioned officer in the Army National Guard, co-author David J.
Renza witnessed firsthand how these education benefits were used as a bargaining tool to encourage people to enlist and/or remain in the
military. He also discovered that the vast majority of military personnel, veterans, and their dependents are unaware of what is available to
them, and where to find answers to their questions. They needed help.Co-author Lt. Col. Edmund J. Lizotte (Ret.), Director of the Military
Program at Post University (and former commander of a recruiting battalion), reached the same conclusion. Lizotte encountered a large
population of eligible personnel, many of whom had put off using their education benefits during their military careers. Those who tried to
attend college often became confused and discouraged by the perplexing enrollment process required to obtain education benefits.Together,
Renza and Lizotte have produced a comprehensive, readable, informative, and indispensable step-by-step guide into every facet of the
education journey. From the enrollment process and the classroom experience to the procurement of benefits and determining which type of
degree is right for which type of job, 'Military Education Benefits for College' sheds light on the experience of higher education for serviceconnected students. Their book also dispels myths about the college experience and offers insight from two former military members who
have the unique perspective of military admissions counselors and veteran students still using their education benefits to this day.You have
qualified on your weapon and you have passed your physical training test. With 'Military Education Benefits for College', you can now improve
the most powerful weapon of all-your mind!About the Authors: David J. Renza is a U.S. Army veteran who served in the Connecticut Army
National Guard for twelve years. As a combat medic, he was deployed to Bosnia and Herzegovina after September 11, 2001. He is a threetime winner of the Army Achievement Medal, and is a recipient of the Army Commendation Medal for his work as a retention NCO. Renza
holds a Master's of Arts from the University of Connecticut's Neag School of Education. He is currently a Military Enrollment Counselor with
Post University.Lt. Col. Edmund J. Lizotte is a U.S. Army veteran with twenty-five years of service. He has held various positions throughout
his career, from platoon and scout platoon leader to battalion and brigade operations officer, recruiting battalion commander, and state
logistics officer. Lizotte has received two Meritorious Service medals, five Army Commendation medals, and four Army Achievement medals.
He holds a Bachelor's of Science from the University of Massachusetts and is a graduate of both the Combined Arms Staff and Services
School and the Army Command and General Staff College. He currently serves as the Director of Military Programs at Post
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University.returncharacterreturncharacter returncharacterreturncharacter REVIEWS returncharacterreturncharacterThis book will be my onestop shopping for all of my education benefits and those of my soldiers. This book makes getting through the bureaucratic red tape much
easier and also lays out in simple terms what we are entitled to. This is exactly what military members who don't know the system need. -SSG Dan Grenier, Connecticut Army National GuardIf you are a member of the U.S. Military and interested in going to college then this is the
book that will answer all of your questions... will make the entire process a very smooth transition for you...an excellent book to start you on
the path to your future. Lone Star Book Review, 10/2010
An ethics handbook for a profession unlike any other
This book is written by a veteran for other veterans, to assist in the transition from Active Duty. It specifically addresses the timeline,
requirements and challenges one must overcome in order to gain a position in the federal civil service, or "GS" Government Service. This
book will help you to establish your own timeline and drumbeat for navigating the process. This timeline should begin prior to your separation
and continue throughout your 180 day active duty waiting period (for positions within DoD) until you're hired and on-boarded. This book is
dedicated to walking you through this process, step-by-step and chapter-by-chapter.Along the way, this book provides insights and
information which will allow veterans to maximize their potential opportunities for employment. It tells you exactly how and when to request
additional benefits (such as leave and pay) that may be available, (some only available for veterans). Upon joining the GS ranks (federal civil
service), you will want to set yourself to maximize your returns under the new benefit plans which apply to the civil service; specifically, the
Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) and the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). This book will insure that you have the right information
when on-boarding so that you make informed decisions and (hopefully) establish your initial payroll deductions to maximize the 5% TSP
matching available to you - something not previously available to you while on active duty!Throughout this book, the reader is provided with
links to source documents and current information from the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), USAJobs.com, the Defense Finance
and Accounting Service (DFAS) or other bodies; giving necessary information should current policy/procedures change, especially during
COVID. Finally, this book provides an Action Checklist for the reader to follow and not miss a critical step, or inadvertently leave anything on
the table.If you're even thinking of applying for jobs in the federal civil service - this book is a must-read!!
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry
in what historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
In this comprehensive study, 15 African experts describe and analyse the military budgetary processes and degree of parliamentary oversight
and control in nine countries of Africa, spanning across all the continent's sub-regions. Each case study addresses a wide range of questions,
such as the roles of the ministries of finance, budget offices, audit departments and external actors in the military budgetary processes, the
extent of compliance with standard public expenditure management procedures, and how well official military expenditure figures reflect the
true economic resources devoted to military activities in these countries.
Popular Personal Finance Blogger Gives the Secret to Lasting Financial Health Countless free budget plans are available for every possible
income level and stage of life. So why do more than 60 percent of U.S. households still live paycheck to paycheck? The key to financial
stability and success isn't just about money--it's about attitudes. Rocha uses the lessons she learned overcoming personal debt to teach
readers how to triumph over the lies we tell ourselves, such as "I deserve a treat," "Fake it till you make it," and "I can't afford it." Each chapter
uses real-life examples to explain faulty thinking about money, followed by step-by-step instructions for how to overcome these pitfalls.
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Budgets are helpful, but real change won't happen without a financial attitude adjustment.

This latest edition of an official U.S. Government military history classic provides an authoritative historical survey of the
organization and accomplishments of the United States Army. This scholarly yet readable book is designed to inculcate an
awareness of our nation's military past and to demonstrate that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in leadership
development. It is also an essential addition to any personal military history library. This text is used in military ROTC training
courses as a basic military history textbook. Volume 1 of 2 volume set.
They were walking to class on 9/11 when the World Trade Center and Pentagon were struck. These midshipmen, the men and
women of the Class of 2002, lost their youth to a decade of deployments and their innocence on battlefields in distant places. Each
story provides a glimpse into the lives of modern day Navy or Marine Corps officers who were faced with unique challenges and
sacrifices. Their stories poignantly explain the trials of war and reveal a world many don't understand.
Serve your country, and become financially free in the process! If you're considering joining the military, or already serve, and want
to make the most out of your career while building passive income after your service ends, this book is a must-read. With nearly Xpages of in-depth advice, The No Bullshit Guide to Military Life is the book I wish existed when I joined the military. The tools and
tactics in this book can literally earn you millions of dollars, and help you build enough passive income to retire, without ever
having to work again! David Pere?active duty Marine, real estate investor, and host of the Military Millionaire Podcast ?has one
goal in mind: to help you create a successful career in the military while building the life of your dreams for after service. Service
members and veterans alike will learn how to achieve financial freedom, have a successful career, maximize veteran benefits, use
their VA loan, invest to build wealth, transition out of the military, and become a Military Millionaire. Inside, you'll discover: How to
get rich in the military with simple, automated strategies The biggest mistakes people make with their Thrift Savings Plan, and how
to avoid them How to get promoted quickly, attend the best schools, and tackle the best billets throughout your career The right
way to buy a car while in the military: "Not another Mustang" How to leverage your VA loan (properly) to live for free, and build
wealth How to buy rental properties that will generate passive income for you while you sleep How I was able to replace my
income while in the military, and how you can too The best practices for transitioning out of the military and landing on your feet
You've fought for our freedom-now it is time to achieve financial freedom
West Point graduate, veteran, and former "financial advisor" Scott R. Tucker pulls back the curtain on military/veteran financial
planning to reveal the true risks confronting retired military when they do "all the rights things," like getting a job post-military and
investing in a traditional retirement vehicle like a 401(K) or TSP. He brings to the forefront of his discussion what the military and
most veteran financial advisors usually gloss over as they focus on military retirement plans: the moment that you leave the
military is the biggest opportunity of your lifetime, and you're going to need money for it.In Veteran Wealth Secrets, Tucker
teaches:? To change the way that you think about the value of your military service, the advantages you have as a member of the
retired military community, and investing while you are still in the military;? How to understand what is going on in our country
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socially and politically and what it could mean for your future;? Why you must overcome challenges like limiting beliefs;? How to
create a personal brand for your veteran small business and how to leverage that brand using the tools of the modern economy;?
How to develop a modern skillset that you can use to find the job of your dreams or create a business that will take you from
military to millionaire;? How to understand compound interest, assets, and what the real risks are when it comes to traditional
financial vehicles; and? How you can use a secret veteran financial weapon to sock money away where it can grow without risk
and be there for you when you need it.This book is NOT about money, and neither is military financial planning. Rather, both are
about identity and transformation. They are about getting to a clear-eyed understanding of who you have been, what you want,
and who you want to become.
Expert advice on all aspects of military life A Family's Guide to the Military For Dummies is for the millions of military dependents,
family members, and friends who are looking for straightforward guidance to take advantage of the benefits and overcome the
challenges unique to life in the military. This comprehensive guide covers such key topics as introducing military life to readers
new to the armed forces, financial planning, relocation, deployment, raising kids alone while a partner is away, and taking
advantage of the available benefits. It offers tips and advice for dealing with emotions that surround events like deployments,
deciphering the acronyms used in daily military life, forming support groups, keeping track of a loved one's whereabouts, and
surviving on a military base in a foreign country.
Mission Transition is an essential career-change guide for any transitioning veteran that wants to avoid false starts and make
optimal career choices following active duty. Every year, about a quarter of a million veterans leave the military - most of whom are
grossly unprepared for the transition. These servicemembers have developed incredible leadership, problem-solving, and practical
skills that are underutilized once they reach the civilian world, a detriment to both themselves and society. Well-intentioned
Transition Assistance Programs and other support structures within the armed forces often leave veterans fending for themselves.
And the mission-first culture of the military results in servicemembers focusing on their active duty roles in the year leading up to
their separation, leaving them little time to adequately prepare to join the civilian world. Mission Transition guides military
personnel through the entire process of making a successful move into civilian professional life. This book will: Guide you through
the process of discovering what path you want to take going forward Teach you the strategies that will make your résumé stand
out Provide suggestions to help you prepare for and ace the interview Discuss ways to acclimate to your new organization’s
culture and pay it forward to other veterans Each chapter includes advice from other veterans, illustrations of key concepts,
summaries, and suggested resources.
"I don't love this job anymore, but should I stay for the pension?" This gut-wrenching question is common for many people working
in pensionable careers. But how much is your pension worth? And, is staying worth it? Since 2017, Grumpus Maximus has
researched and written about this critical decision point, which he calls The Golden Albatross. Having served 20 years in the U.S.
Military, he too struggled with the same questions, and now he helps others learn from his mistakes. If your job offers a pension,
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then this book is a must-read. Easily learn how to calculate your pension's objective value and weigh it against the subjective
benefits of leaving for more fulfilling work. When done, you will agree, it was worth it.
The Military Guide to Financial Independence and Retirement
"Filled with examples, checklists, websites, and a rich collection of appendices that deal with inflation, multiple income streams,
and the value of a military pension, this book is essential reading for anyone contemplating retiring from the military"--From
publisher's website.
"TRICARE Around the World" is the first-ever definitive users guide to TRICARE, the health plan of the U.S. military which covers
nearly 10 million members: Active duty, reservists, National Guard, military retirees, and their eligible family members. Despite
being one of the nation's largest health plans, no comprehensive, user-friend guide has ever been published - until now.With
meticulous research, attention to detail, and engaging narrative style, John Letaw walks the reader though the labyrinth of
TRICARE step-by-step. Topics include: - Who is covered - Description of each plan - How to select and enroll in a plan - What
medical conditions are covered or excluded by TRICARE - The cost of each plan: Premiums, deductibles, copayments, annual
caps - How to find a doctor in any country of the world - Special rules that govern the use of TRICARE in the Philippines - How to
pay and how to submit a claim - What if something goes wrong; who can you turn to for help?By the end of the book, readers will
understand how to take care of the health needs of their family; potentially saving thousands of dollars each year by getting their
claims approved, sidestepping common mistakes, and avoiding costly & unnecessary third-party insurance. "TRICARE Around the
World" is for every active duty family, military retirees, all reservists, including "Gray Area Reservists" who have unique TRICARE
coverage of their own, National Guard, family members of all these sponsors and surviving family of deceased sponsors. All will
benefit from this best-in-class book.
Modern Japan is not only responding to threats from North Korea and China but is also reevaluating its dependence on the United
States, Sheila Smith shows. No longer convinced they can rely on Americans to defend their country, Tokyo's political leaders are
now confronting the possibility that they may need to prepare the nation's military for war.
Today?s Air Force commanders face a wide-range of issues, many of which involve complex statutes, laws, regulations, and rules.
Our commanders must deal with challenging legal matters ranging from military justice to environmental law to operations law. To
assist commanders with these formidable tasks, we?ve created this helpful volume, The Military Commander and the Law.This
deskbook contains a series of papers that give commanders a head start on the wide array of issues they will handle. Each article
is intended to give a commander the basics in the law on any given subject. The papers are not intended to make the commander
a legal expert or to resolve specific questions relating to any unique problem. Lance W. LordLieutenant General, United States Air
ForceCommander, Air University
A Military Spouse Finance Guide: Financial Advice for the Homefront provides real-world information and easy-to-implement
solutions for those who want to effectively manage their family's finances. With tips and examples that can be used throughout a
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person's military and civilian life, the Military Spouse Finance Guide is a comprehensive look at how to control your money, rather
than having your money control you.Some of the topics covered include: Budgeting The different forms of borrowing Types of
lending to avoid How to manage holiday spending Deployment and PCS financial issues Taxes Retirement And more! With
contributions from Command Sergeant Major Roger Stradley, U.S. Army (retired)-founder of USA Cares-and Sylvia Kidd, Director,
Family Programs, The Association of the United States Army, this guide can help your family reach your financial goals.For more
financial education information please visit: www.PioneerServices.com
After Vietnam the army promised its all-volunteer force a safety net long reserved for career soldiers: medical and dental care,
education, child care, financial counseling, housing assistance, legal services. Jennifer Mittelstadt shows how this unprecedented
military welfare system expanded at a time when civilian programs were being dismantled.
Achieve early retirement through financial independence with the F.I.R.E. plan Living your best life someday starts with saving smarter for
retirement. Start Your F.I.R.E.: A Modern Guide to Early Retirement can help by giving you the most direct approach to success and security.
It's a perfect addition to what you're probably already doing, including a 401(k), Roth IRA, or even a basic savings account. Featuring
customizable principles and in-depth insights, this all-in-one retirement plan delivers a clear, concise path to financial freedom through smart
spending, low-risk investing, creating multiple incomes, and maximizing savings. Ultimately, this guide can help you take control of your
career, your finances, and your life, so you can reach your goals with confidence. Start Your F.I.R.E.: A Modern Guide to Early Retirement
includes: Expert advice--Get firsthand insider experience from an author team who have made F.I.R.E. a reality. Essential tips--Get clear,
concise answers to your most burning questions about early retirement planning. Helpful tools--Learn how to leverage expense
spreadsheets, savings rate tables, and asset allocation charts. Online features?Bonus materials, such as an editable tracking sheet for
monthly expenses and a shopping list with resource links. Financial independence and early retirement are within reach--with the F.I.R.E.
approach.
Learn to start open, productive talks about money with your parents as they age As your parents age, you may find that you want or need to
broach the often-difficult subject of finances. In Mom and Dad, We Need to Talk: How to Have Essential Conversations with Your Parents
About Their Finances, you’ll learn the best ways to approach this issue, along with a wealth of financial and legal information that will help
you help your parents into and through their golden years. Sometimes parents are reluctant to address money matters with their adult
children, and topics such as long-term care, retirement savings (or lack thereof), and end-of-life planning can be particularly touchy. In this
book, you’ll hear from others in your position who have successfully had “the talk” with their parents, and you’ll read about a variety of
conversation strategies that can make talking finances more comfortable and more productive. Learn conversation starters and strategies to
open the lines of communication about your parents’ finances Discover the essential financial and legal information you should gather from
your parents to be prepared for the future Gain insight from others’ stories of successfully talking money with aging parents Gather the
courage, hope, and motivation you need to broach difficult subjects such as care facilities and end-of-life plans For children of Baby Boomers
and others looking to assist aging parents with their finances, Mom and Dad, We Need to Talk is a welcome and comforting read. Although
talking money with your parents can be hard, you aren’t alone, and this book will guide you through the process of having fruitful financial
conversations that lead to meaningful action.
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Life insurance is one of those things we tend to avoid. But as a service member, you're automatically provided life insurance. It may be one of
the smartest moves you've made -- whether you know it or not. Why? Life insurance is essential for your family's financial health. Your family
(or whoever you listed as your beneficiary upon entering the military) could receive up to $400,000 if you should die. If you have family or
others who depend on your income, life insurance leaves those you leave behind secure. In this book, the author talks about what he's
learned about military life insurance planning since he left the military himself in 2008. He gives a high-level overview of how military financial
planning typically works and then shows that there is a viable option to purchasing military life insurance-related products. In this book, you
will learn: ? Both the Survivor Benefit Plan and Veterans Group Life Insurance have drawbacks you may not have considered; ? How the
Survivor Benefit Plan and Veterans Group Life Insurance do not reflect the true value of your military service or your pension; ? Why
traditional vehicles invested in the stock market are a dangerous gamble; and ? How retired military can ensure they have flexibility and
control over their finances now and in the future. After reading this e-book, if you want more in-depth, big-picture information about this
ground-breaking military financial planning option.
The Active Duty Passive Income Team brings you an in-depth look at multiple strategies that will allow you, the veteran, active duty service
member or military spouse, to successfully pursue your dreams in earning enough monthly passive income through real estate investing to
live completely financially free.This book was created with you in mind - to start a spark, to create an epiphany moment that if we can do it
while on active duty, so can you! House hacking as you move from duty station to duty station is the perfect way to get your foot in the door
with real estate investing. This book does not prescribe a get rich quick method; it is a condensed guide of a path well-followed by many
military members.Please enjoy reading Military House Hacking, take time to reflect on how you can employ some of these military-specific
real estate strategies, then connect with the ADPI team. Our Academy and community of active duty and veteran members can set you on a
path to success.
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